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Getting our Docs in a Row
What are we doing?

– Combining four depository collections
– Plans, processes, procedures

Goal?
To best serve our patrons, we are

• creating a permanent and enduring collection 
• using library space, resources, and personnel to best 

advantage
• Reducing duplication and weeding
• Freeing space for docs and other library needs

A History of Cooperation

• Ohio GODORT
• Five Colleges of Ohio
• CONSORT/OhioLINK
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Denison/Kenyon Work 
Redesign Goals

• streamline technical services operations
• reduce duplication of effort on existing routine 

processing operations including:
– acquisitions
– cataloging
– materials processing 

• create additional staff time to deal with the new 
challenges of electronic resources.
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Time Line  2004 - 2005

• Consultant team Report May 2, 2004
• Collection consolidation meeting was held 

June 9, 2004 held at Kenyon College 
• July 7, 2004 meeting with Regional 

Librarian Audrey Hall for initial discussion 
of the idea.

• Denison Completes Historical Cataloging 
Summer 2005

Time Line - 2006
• Summer/Fall 2006 Denison/Kenyon Gov Docs 

Pilot Project
• October 5, 2006 Consultants Report on Library 

Space and Storage.
• November 27, 2006 Preliminary Report of 

Government Documents pilot project 
• December 2006 Mark Gooch of the College of 

Wooster meets with Denison and Kenyon to 
discuss expansion of the pilot project
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Time Line 2007-8
• Late Winter/Early Spring – Ohio 5 Directors 

Approve Project for CONSORT Colleges
• Spring 2007 – Denison Director Scottie 

Cochrane donates a portion of Ellen Conrad’s 
Time to provide coordination for the project.

• Fall 2007 – Selective Housing Agreement sent 
to GPO for approval 

• March 2008 – Selective Housing Agreement 
finalized

Ohio’s State Plan Compliance
• Coordinate item selection and selective housing 

agreements with other depositories in a geographic 
area or within consortia.

• Carry out weeding programs in accordance with the 
guidelines set forth by the Government printing office 
and the regional depository and to assist the regional 
in insuring the retention of the last copy for the state 
and where possible within local regions and 
consortia

• Consolidate, where feasible, weak retrospective 
collections to produce strong regional or consortium 
retrospective collections and contribute to the building 
of a strong retrospective collection at the regional 
depository.
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Consultation with the Regional

• July 7, 2004 Megan Fitch and Mary 
Prophet meet with Regional Librarian 
Audrey Hall for initial discussion of the 
idea.

• Spring 2007 Doc’s Prescription Article
• Weeding lists
• Consultation with regional librarian in 

terms of state plan and selective housing 
agreement

Legal Requirements

• If your library is a selective depository 
served by a regional depository, you 
MUST retain Federal publications for at 
least five years, unless they are 
superseded or the discards are authorized 
by the Superintendent of Documents;
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Legal Requirements (cont.)

• When an item is dropped, however, all 
materials previously received under the 
item number unless superseded MUST 
still be retained for the statutory five-year 
retention period before they can be offered 
on a disposal list to the regional library.

Legal Requirements (cont.)
• Your depository library, … may also transfer 

current or retrospective materials to another 
library, … shared or selective housing. A 
participating alternate site … may be a …
another depository library... A formal 
agreement between the parties MUST be 
signed if the host site is not under the same 
administrative control as your depository 
that is offering the material for selective 
housing.
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Selective Housing Agreement
• An Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for a selective 

housing agreement should specify:
• The justification for the transfer;
• The duration of the agreement;
• Conditions for the termination of the agreement;
• The manner in which the collection will be maintained 

and organized;
• Guarantees of free access by the general public; 
• Arrangements for interlibrary loan cooperation; and
• The procedure to be followed in the event the agreement 

is dissolved.

Selective Housing Agreement (cont.)

• Sample designed for
– Two Libraries
– One housing material at the other
– Limited number of publications

• Our situation
– Four Libraries
– Each housing material with the other three
– Indeterminate number of publications
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Selective Housing Agreement (cont.)

• The designated depository still bears 
responsibility for oversight to ensure that 
the legal responsibilities are met.

• Remember the selective housing site 
MUST abide by all of the standards and 
legal requirements that govern the 
FDLP.

Selective Housing Agreement (cont.)

• Libraries should retain historical files as 
they may contain information about when 
an item was selected, dropped, 
discontinued, superseded, changed 
format, changed SuDocs class number, 
sent to a selective housing site, etc.
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Implementation

• Each library is a Library of Record (LoR) 
for a given area

• Began with Congressional hearings.  Why:
• More straight-forward
• ~75% duplication
• All four libraries have collections—format varies

• LoR responsible for maintaining collection, other 
libraries withdraw duplicates

Process of Consolidation

Library of Record (LoR)
• Inventory collection

– Catalog & relabel (Kenyon)

• Identify missing & 
damaged items

• Notify libraries in rotation
• Add & replace items
• Offer duplicates
• Update OCLC holdings

Contributing Libraries
• Review holdings for 

retention
• Transfer items to LoR in 

rotation, by format
– Paper first (preferred 

format)

• Withdraw and offer 
duplicates

• Update OCLC holdings
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How We Do It…

Doing the Work
• Detail-oriented work
• Complex workflow
• Adapt to local needs
• Local Project Team:

– Students
– Hands-on staff
– Librarians

• Tracking & 
communication
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Ingredients for Success

• Well-defined goal
• Flesh out procedures

– Pilot study
– Documentation

• Adjust for local differences
• Staff ability to do the work (time, expertise)
• Willingness to do value-added work

A few more details …
Coordinator’s role

– Experience with documents and the people
– Oversight
– Planning and tracking
– Not the daily work

Institutional support
– Directors who support the documents collections, the 

staff, and the concept of collaborative work
– Committed staff – Librarians and support staff
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We Talk With Each Other
This is HARD WORK!

– Detailed, complicated work
– Philosophically and emotionally challenging

The working group is
– Open
– We know each other
– Willing to discuss and to disagree
– Willing to be vulnerable
– Willing to be wrong – or right
– Willing to stand up for our points of view and to 

change
– Always respectful or each other and of opinions 

Questions?

Getting our docs in a row:
The CONSORT Colleges of 

Ohio consolidate four collections
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Working Papers

• Item Record Fields Info
• Millennium List Creation & Use
• Electronic Offers Lists in 

Google
• Batch Work in CONSORT
• Committee Reclassification
• Five Year Retention

• Reviewing Collections to Keep, 
Weed, etc.

• ICODE-1 Assignments
• Batch Work on OCLC
• Format Priority
• Standard Text for Notes
• Duplicate Withdrawal Process

•History of Cooperation and the Collection Consolidation Project
•Selective Housing Agreement and Implementation Parameters
•Ohio State Plan Compliance

Procedures and Policies

CONSORT, our shared catalog
http://consort.library.denison.edu/

Shared cataloging of current acquisitions
http://collaborations.denison.edu/ohio5/doccat/

Cataloging of our historical collections
http://www.wooster.edu/Library/Gov/Ohio5Docs/Catalog.html

Cataloging the Foreign Relations of the United States Series and Sub-Series
http://www.wooster.edu/library/gov/Ohio5Docs/FRUS.htm

The Five Colleges of Ohio Government Resources Web Site
http://www.wooster.edu/Library/Gov/Ohio5Docs/Home.html

Shared Policies (see URL above)
Access Policy

Collection Development Policy
Government Information Guidelines and Policies

Original pilot project report
http://www.wooster.edu/Library/Gov/Ohio5Docs/Hearings-PilotProject.pdf

Class level information on Library of Record assignments and other project documents are available on the 
Project’s Google site

http://consort.collection.consolidation.googlepages.com/home

Web Links


